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It’s time to start rejuvenating. 
Schedule your appointment today!

OZONE THERAPY
Ozone Therapy Stimulates oxygen utilization. 
Oxygen is our most critical nutrient but 
it is not what you take in but what you 
utilize. Decreased Oxygen Utilization causes 
mitochondria decay, which is the underlying 
cause of degenerative condition. Ozone is an 
exceptional mitochondrial stimulant and our 
research shows it drastically increases heavy 
metal detoxification through perspiration.
IONIC FOOTBATH
Scientific research shows that patients who receive an ion foot detox 
have higher amounts of toxins in their urine and stool within three 
days of treatment, further demonstrating that the treatment does 
indeed enhance detoxification. 
And finally, the Pacific College of Health and Science also quotes a 
study that demonstrates a significant reduction in aluminum and 
arsenic levels in the patient’s blood after ionic cleansing. 

LASER ENERGETIC DETOXIFICATION (LED)
This natural modality combines homeopathy with a cold laser 
to assist individuals in eliminating the various toxins that we all 
accumulate in our bodies.
A homeopathic, multi-chord nosode of the identified toxins is 
imprinted on the day of your evaluation appointment. These 
homeopathic remedies are placed in a small glass vial and a very 
powerful Infrared light is pulsed through the homeopathic vials into 
the areas where the toxin has accumulated to drive the energy of the 
homeopathic remedy into that area, causing the chemical or toxic 
metal to begin releasing.

BIOFLEX® PHOTOBIOMODULATION 
BIOFLEX® Technology uses super luminous and laser diodes to treat 
diseased or traumatized tissue with photons. These particles of 
energy are selectively absorbed by the cell membrane and intracellular 
molecules, initiating a cascade of complex physiological reactions, 
leading to the restoration of normal cell structure and function.

BIOFLEX® LASER PROBES 
This instrument effectively targets superficial nociceptors, reducing 
the sensation of pain and increasing arterial perfusion. The red laser 
probe has many additional therapeutic benefits. 

LYMPHATOUCH® APC 
LymphaTouch is a myofascial decompression therapy device precisely 
controlling negative pressure to increase lymphatic drainage, break 

down scar restrictions and release tight fascia. In chronic illness 
Lymph stagnation makes people feel ill. 

BCX
Unlike PEMF, BCX uses much higher Hertz frequencies to target 
specific things in the body. This natural modality involves using gas 
tubes, conductive foot plates, and a variety of frequency delivery wave 
forms like sine, square, and sawtooth hertz frequencies to help with a 
variety of ailments. 

COMRA
Coherance achieved through modulation of different radiances. 
Combines radiant properties Laser, color light, magnetism and 
ultrasound. ComRa technology originated in the Soviet Union many 
decades ago and can best be described as a non-needle, non-invasive 
powerful form of meridian based healing. ComRa is usually done in 
combination with Wave therapy and PEMF.

SALT CHAMBER
A device called a halogenerator grinds medical-grade salt into 
microscopic particles and releases them into the air of the room. Once 
inhaled, these salt particles absorbs irritants, including allergens and 
toxins, from the respiratory system. This process breaks up mucus and 
reduces inflammation, resulting in clear airways.
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MOLECULAR HYDROGEN INHALATION 
1. Acts as a powerful Antioxidant
2. Is an anti-inflammatory
3. Reducing the exercise-induced rise in lactic acid
4. Supporting repair and recovery from injury or overtraining
5. Protects against metabolic conditions. Decrease in blood sugar 

& cholesterol levels.

Bio-Mat far-infrared light waves & the highest vibrational 
frequencies into the body.
1. The Bio-Mat also produces negative ions, nature’s energizer, 

which deliver a molecular level massage. 
2. This accelerates and deepens all healing and cleansing 

processes. 
3. It balances pH by decreasing acidity and is considered the 

‘master power switch’ 
that activates the 
body’s entire cellular 
communication system.

PEMF
 s Improve energy, 

circulation, blood and 
tissue oxygenation, 
sleep quality, blood 
pressure and cholesterol levels, the uptake of nutrients, cellular 
detoxification and the ability to regenerate cells

 s Balance the immune system and stimulate RNA and DNA
 s Accelerate repair of bone and soft tissue

WAVE THERAPY  ACCOUSTIC PRESSURE WAVE
Wave Therapy is FDA cleared for circulation and University Study 
shows the efficacy for vasodilation.

NANEAU HYDROTHERAPY: Unlike any other water on the planet
Naneau Hydrotherapy has up to 500% more traditional oxygen than 
normal water, and billions of times more nanoscopic bubbles. These 
nano oxygen bubbles penetrate the tissues directly, permeating the 
fluid in the spaces between tissue cells and connective tissue, and 
through the inflammation into the hypoxic cells. Delivering higher levels 
of oxygen than has ever been possible before, and not only oxygen 
but any gas or blend of gases can be delivered. There are hydrogen 
nanoplasmoids, long chain peroxides and a restructuring of our water 
that truly sets it apart from anything else on the market.

THE BODY ACTIVATOR
The machine stimulates the muscles to improve mobility, function, 
and overall balance in the body. The wave motion created by the 
mechanism allows energy to flow easily while increasing circulation 
throughout the entire body. As a result, all other systems of the 
body (such as lymphatic, nervous, digestive etc.) begin to function 
more efficiently, so the assimilation of foods and nutrients improves 
and the elimination of wastes is naturally increased.
THERAPHI
Theraphi is the next evolution in the healing technologies pioneered 
by Nikola Tesla, Royal Raymond Rife, George Lakhovsky and 
Antoine Priore. It’s a bioactive plasma field device, modelled after 
the famous PRIORE device which was so successful against many 
diseases in France, particularly cancers and cysts. The Theraphi 
device creates precise frequencies for the production of “Bio-Active 
Field” which affects the body’s cellular regenerative system – the 
actual “healing” system in the body. In this new revolutionary 
system, radio frequencies are used as a carrier wave for various 
frequency signatures. The robust solid-state emitters, combined 
with a unique mixture of noble gases produce an extraordinary bio-
active implosion, negentropy 
life-giving plasma field. The 
Therphi’s unique plasma 
generates longitudinal waves 
that can be used to send 
both information and energy 
and they can be imprinted 
with information patterns.
CRYSTAL FUSION LIGHT 
THERAPY
Crystal Fusion Light Therapy 
is not designed to “fix” or 
“heal” anyone. It’s designed 
to assist in relaxing, 
balancing, and/or stimulating 
as needed. It’s a fusion of 
elements that impacts mind, 
body, spiritual/energetic, & 
emotional well-being.

Do you want to live free from incapacity, 
limitations, and diseases that so frequently affects 
the quality of life?
Lethargy, neuropathy, rheumatoid arthritis, plantar fasciitis, 
diabetes, high blood pressure, brain fog, etc.

HEALTH AILMENTS
Dr. Miller can concisely and successfully gather objective 
data of any individual’s health challenges. By using  
state of the art non-invasive means through a Zyto  bio-
impedance cradle and proprietary breakthrough Asyra  & 
Zyto software, Alfa Thermometry, MaxPulse, & SECA, Dr. 
Miller can instantaneously obtain a  thorough summary 
of a patient’s overall well-being. By  doing so, Dr. Miller is 
able to find the root cause of any  health challenges and 
guide patients on the path of  natural recovery.

LIVE 02 WITH ADAPTIVE CONTRAST 
 s Oxygen surplus shuts circulation down while oxygen depletion 

activates circulation.
 s Alternating depletion provokes maximum circulation and then 

oxygen surplus supercharges the blood to take oxygen where it 
needs to go.

 s Oxygen only systems prevent depletion which limits circulation 
to normal flow patterns. 

STACKING SYNERGISTIC  
THERAPIES SIMULTANEOUSLY =

The key to exponential healing is combining 2 or 
more of these modalities simultaneously.  
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